Introducing: Fruit Fly Fighter, the newest revolutionary product from Pure Drain DEFENDER. Fruit Fly Fighter eradicates fruit flies by digesting our liquid bacteria formula so they can no longer eat and the life cycle ends. Spray our proprietary, bacteria based, eco-friendly product on your non-food contact surfaces and let Fruit Fly Fighter wage war on your fruit flies and your infested drain pipes.

Fruit Fly Fighter’s concentrated formula comes in convenient 6oz. bottles. Pour a bottle of the concentrated formula into our Fruit Fly Fighter 32oz. spray bottle. Then, use the paper funnel to fill remaining space with water. When empty, simply repeat the process with another concentrated bottle.

Fruit Fly Fighter - another weapon in your arsenal from Pure Drain DEFENDER to fight against fruit flies and clean drain pipes.

ALL NATURAL BACTERIAL BASED SPRAY HAS MANY USES

- Spray under sink areas
- Spray on sour mop heads
- Helps remove sour odors
- Spray into drains and around drain cover
- Floors, cracks, grout lines in hard to reach areas
- Spray on sour mop heads
- Garbage cans
- Janitorial closets